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CHARGING FOR GROVE SPOT ‘NEVER AN ISSUE’

GREEN TIP OF THE DAY
Washing machines
use a ton of energy,
but did you know that
90% of that energy
goes into heating the
water?
Forget the warm and
hot wash cycles, and
instead keep the dial
on cold and rub a little
eco-friendly detergent
on those harder-toclean stains.
W E D N E S D AY

Sustainability
Leadership Awards
Ceremony
In a special joint
celebration, Chancellor Daniel W. Jones
and Mayor George G.
Patterson will host the
Sustainability Leadership Awards Ceremony
honoring individuals,
groups and businesses
that have been exemplary leaders and made
significant contributions to sustainability
in the Lafayette, Oxford
and University area.
Please join us at Off
Square Books for this
special event.
When: 5:30 - 6:30 p.m.
Where: Union Ballroom

Green Week Film
Series: ‘A Sense of
Wonder’
This film, written and
performed by Kaiulani
Lee, is based on the life
and writings of pioneering environmentalist
Rachel Carson, author of
‘The Silent Spring’ (1962).
Carson’s bestseller led to
the banning of the chemical DDT, the creation of
the Clean Water Act, the
Environmental Protection
Agency, and the birth of
the organic food movement. Shot on location at
Carson’s cabin in Maine
by Oscar-winning cinematographer Haskell Wexler,
the film depicts Carson in
the last year of her life.
When: 3:30-4:30 p.m.
Where: Falkner Room,
J.D. Williams Library

FILE PHOTO | The Daily Mississippian

Thousands of tailgaters engulf the Grove during every football game day. Earlier in the year, rumors circulated concerning whether tailgaters would have to start paying
for their plots in order to set up their tents. According to the chief of staff to the chancellor, though, this was just that-- a rumor.

BY JUSTIN MIXON
The Daily Mississippian

In past weeks, the campus of
Ole Miss was abuzz with talk
about the potential for the university to charge for tent spots
in the Grove on game day.
However, Andrew Mullins,
chief of staff to the chancellor,
revealed that the outrage and
resentment was all due to a rumor.
“There was never an official
proposal to charge or not to
charge (for Grove space),” Mul-

lins said.
The university’s game day
committee recently voted on a
proposal to push the start time
to set up tents from 6 p.m. to
10 p.m.
Mullins said that the start
time was the issue that under
consideration, not a proposal
to charge for tent spots.
Mullins, also a member of
the game day committee, said
the reason the committee was
held was due to occurring problems dealing with the current

tent setup time.
The traffic flow by the Grove
and throughout the campus
was a major problem and many
university vehicles and personnel were being blocked in by
anxious Grovers racing to get a
spot for their tent.
Mullins said the game day
committee came together to determine a plan for this problem
because the faculty senate had
requested it.
The meeting was held to
move the start time for tent

set up in the Grove, to discuss
the time that official university
tents can be sat up as well as
what constitutes an official university tent.
Mullins said the game day
committee also appointed a sub
committee to oversee all areas
of enhancing the game day experience in the Grove as well as
in the Circle.
The subcommittee is now
dealing with is the rising cost
See GROVE, PAGE 4

DOWNTOWN SAFETY TASK FORCE ADDRESSES PARKING ON SQUARE

ELIZABETH RAINEY | The Daily Mississippian

Parking safety on the Square has been brought to the attention of the Downtown Safety Task Force. Their ideas to improve safety, discussed in their last meeting, included the possibility of additional lighting, parking outside of bars and restaurants, and the potential for a designated taxi alley.

BY HUGH VARGA
The Daily Mississippian

The Oxford Downtown
Safety Task Force will continue
its endeavors to improve safety
on the Square and accordingly

is considering additional measures.
The task force met April 8
in Oxford City Hall to discuss
issues related to the Square after 7 p.m. The agenda included

the possibility of additional
lighting, parking outside of
bars and restaurants and the
possibility of a designated taxi
alley.
Task force chairman Nicole

Boyd said additional lighting
will make dark alleys safer. The
prospect of limited parking
outside certain bars and restauSee PARKING, PAGE 4
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ALEX MCDANIEL
editor-in-chief

ACCESSING THE FUTURE
BY MATTHEW
HENRY
Columnist

I’ve written several times on the importance of the Internet and its related technologies. It is one of those issues that change
rapidly, even before you can fully wrap your
head around the current state of affairs. I
believe when discussing the Internet, the
two main areas of discussion are content and
access. Today I want to talk about how we
access this thing called the Internet.
I recently watched a news report from the
1980’s discussing the mystical new communications medium, Internet (the definite
article “the” had not yet been added as a
prefix). Although the Internet and computers from the 1980’s would seem downright
prehistoric in the age of the iPad, it was still
a revolutionary force even 30 years ago. The
story of the Internet is one of evolution over
time. What started out as a military communications network in the 1970’s would in
40 years deliver videos of funny cats into our
houses.
Growing up I accessed the Internet via
AOL (remember the dial-up sound). It
seemed fast to be at the time, but then again
I was nine. Then I got high speed Internet
through Comcast and it was like night and
day. The Internet really transformed from
novelty to integral part of our lives over the

past 15 years with the adoption of broadband
Internet. Now we can stream HD video and
audio with ease and it’s all thanks to an upgrade in infrastructure that we use to access
the Internet.
There are countless cables, cords, modems,
and servers that we use to access the Internet. Naturally these cost money to maintain
and upgrade, which is why Internet Service
Providers charge a monthly fee. While there
was a large jump in the speed of access in
the switch from dial-up to broadband, we
really haven’t seen any sort of improvement
in speed with cable and DSL Internet Service
Providers. I believe that the next leap forward
will come from companies like Google, who
are offering fiber optic cables for even great
access speeds to the Internet. Imagine your
Internet connection speed currently; now
multiply that by a factor of 10. That’s a pretty
staggering jump. As many of you read in the
DM recently, Oxford is vying to be one of
the towns that Google implements their fiber
optic plan in and hopefully they will get it.
So what can we do now to increase access,
in terms of a greater geographic spread of
broadband and greater connection speeds?
Current Internet Service Providers need to
invest in upgrading their own networks. The

CAROLINE LEE
managing editor

easiest way to do this is to make it in the ISP’s
best interest to do so. That will not happen as
long as telecommunications companies exist
in protected monopolies in certain regions.
For instance, in Oxford the only real options
for broadband Internet is DSL (through the
phone company) or MetroCast. That really
isn’t competition. If there were several competing Internet Service Providers in Oxford,
it would keep prices low as well as providing
an economic incentive to upgrade their current network infrastructure.
Another thing that needs to happen is
the University needs to upgrade their own
network. While the connection speeds while
access University sites (i.e. the Library, Blackboard, myOleMiss) are very quick, the speeds
on anything in the outside world is abysmal.
Let’s face it, every year a greater percentage
of students have their own laptop meaning a
greater strain on the network. More students
play on Xbox Live in the dorms or watch
Netflix on their computers. Every year the
load on the network grows, and so the University’s infrastructure must also. The Internet
was one of the most influential forces of the
past decade, and my money is on it remaining in that role in the next one, but only if it
can keep up to our growing needs.
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You just can’t please them all
A lot has been made of the mascot debate since I have been here
for nearly the last year, let alone
since Colonel Rebel was removed
from the sidelines back in 2003.
As an Australian exchange student passing through this famous
school, I have not really cared one
way or another about the issue. But
after continuous publicity in this
newspaper and with the ongoing
debate still lingering among students, I feel it is time to drop my
opinion on the matter (if anyone
wants to listen).
I have consumed a lot of the
debate from both sides. People are
very passionate about the issue.
Many want the Colonel back on
the sidelines while others find him
offensive, and others are ready for
all of this to finally pass by.
Personally, I think it is highly
important to uphold traditions.
On the other hand, you can’t have
a Confederate colonel as the mascot and expect the whole student
body to be thrilled with it. While
I think tradition should be maintained, I haven’t had ancestors who
were enslaved either. So it is understandable why some people would
find the Colonel upsetting.
But as nominations are put forth,
with administrators stressing its
importance and the process starts
to go through its cycle, I am starting to get a sneaking suspicion.
Not everyone is going to be hap-

py with the new mascot, and it will
take on a new set of dramas, which
could then drag this ordeal on for
longer.
Now that the hot topic is sensibly in the hands of the students, we
must be aware that the do-gooders
of the community are lurking and
waiting for someone to step on
someone else’s toes, and the Colonel diehards want someone’s head
on a stick over the saga.
It will not be easy to find a suitable replacement to live up to the
caliber of the removed icon by any
stretch of the imagination.
The new mascot needs to represent the whole student body, AND
it needs to be politically correct. I
think we need it to introduce the
plural mascots if we want a true
representation of the whole student community. If we are going to
represent the whole student body,
we need a contingent out there to
cheer the boys to victory.
A stereotypical approach could
fit the mold and the posse should
be lead out by a funny, charismatic
black man, who is hand in hand
with a petite blonde, Southern belle
in Nike shorts. A teacher in a shirt
and a tie should follow, then an
Asian kid pushing an elderly fan in
a wheelchair would cover a couple
of corners. A Spanish speaking representative can be thrown in; she is
ready to samba. Then, we can have
a shy, quiet white kid charge out
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with a drunk, arrogant fraternity
fellow. Then to finish the scene his fraternity brother rolls in, in
his truck and the new mascots load
into the bed for a lap around the
field to get the crowd on its feet.
But wait! What about the exchange kids who pass through?
We need some international flavor. So, add a chic French woman
to strut out with an Italian man
holding a pizza to feed the team.
Hopefully everyone can find someone to relate to and feel represented.
While I’ve tried to poke fun at
this, I know there are a lot of people who are passionate about this
issue, and to them I apologize.
But I think the moment the new
mascot arrives can’t come quick
enough.
People can have their closure and
move on with their lives, or start a
new chorus of whining.
Whatever happens, there will
always be someone complaining
about something. You can cover
every base and there will still be
something— that’s society. Especially these days when it seems the
ever building army of politically
correct do-gooders never relent
in their crusade to take over the
world.
Whomever or whatever the new
mascot is, let’s hope it can inspire
a fired up Rebels side to victory,
as it was the players themselves

that sparked this drama in the first
place (in hope of recruiting better
athletes, wasn’t it?). Now that the
Colonel is removed, the hottest talent in the nation is flocking here
in droves.
BY HUGH
Or is it?
From what I saw, or made of VARGA
this foreign game, last semester Je- Columnist
van Snead couldn’t hit a barn door
let alone someone’s chest, and if we
didn’t have the ever-elusive ferretlike Dexter McCluster running
rings around the opposition, the
season would have been misery.
But now both are gone and ready
to accept big paychecks in the big
time, new recruits are set to prove
themselves, and they will hopefully
ignite the faithful at Vaught-Hemingway Stadium.
But in a world where there are
bombs exploding in Baghdad, kids
starving to death in Africa, terrorists plotting to inflict trauma and
the Roman Catholic world being
rocked by child molestation allegations – we can count ourselves
lucky that this is one of the primary concerns here in Oxford, and we
should enjoy this wonderful sunsaturated campus.
No matter what happens, I will
watch with interest and a beer in
hand at the local pub back home
in South Australia and be hoping
the red and blue have a successful
season.
Go, you Rebels!
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GROVE,

INSIDE STORY,

for the upkeep of the Grove.
“It is very expensive for
the university to provide all
things necessary to keep order and maintain rules, repair
damages, clean up, and waste
disposal.” Mullins said. “On
game day the Grove requires a
large number of security personnel,” Mullins said, “There
is a ton of trash that is collected, and then the university has
to pay for it to be placed into
a landfill.” He added that the
cost increase each year.
Mullins said one “Hotty
Toddy Potty” alone costs
$62,000 to keep it in function, and the university has
five of them.
By gaining revenue from
reserved alumni parking spots,
the university is able to offset
some of the cost for the maintenance.
Mullins said the game day
committee does not have
alumni on it, which is something that was said when the
rumor of charging for tent
spaces was circulating. It is
made up of current university
personnel. The only committee that will have alumni serve
is a subcommittee that was
just formed.

rants was discussed because of
concerns that someone could
be hit by a passing vehicle.
“There is a worry that someone could pop out from behind
a parked car and could walk
out and be struck by oncoming
traffic,” Boyd said.
Levee Bouncer Andrew Cosgray said he has never witnessed
a wreck or a car hit a pedestrian
during his time working on the
Square, and he doesn’t think it
is worth taking away parking.
“I think the idea of not allowing parking might hurt
business. Unless the city were
to make the square like Beale
Street in Memphis and let
people drink and walk around
with the streets closed off. But
then you’d have to worry about
drunk drivers that park off the
square,” Cosgray said.
Freshman Jacob Elrod has
enjoyed the nightlife in much
larger locales such as Paris and
Copenhagen and said he believes the Square is already the
safest place he has visited, with
the heavy police presence being
a significant factor.
“While I don’t get down there
that often, I think that if you
can’t control yourself and look
both ways to cross the road,

continued from page 1

continued from page 1
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then maybe you shouldn’t be
down there in the first place,”
he said.
A proposal for a designated
taxi alley was also discussed at
the meeting.
“It has to go to a vote, but
there is a proposal to create a
designated taxi alley on Jackson
Avenue with the hope that this
will increase safety and create a
corridor for pedestrians. People
will know where they can get a
taxi,” Boyd said.
Freshman Reed Gilmore welcomed the idea and said it will
make it easier to catch a taxi to
and from the area.
“I think it would be great;
you would know exactly where
to go,” he said. “I have had to
wait for a long time before just
to get a taxi back to the campus. If you miss Rebel Ride,
then you don’t really know the
best place to stand and hail one
down. Hopefully it could avoid
public drunk tickets for people
walking back (to campus) as
well.”
Blocking off streets on the
Square to allow easier access for
emergency vehicles was another
issue discussed at the most recent meeting.
“We are looking at possibly
closing off 10th and/or 11th
Street to give emergency vehicles the ability to have an easier
path through,” Boyd said.

A S S O C I AT E D P R E S S

MISSISSIPPI LEGISLATURE PASSES
FIRST GROUP OF BUDGET BILLS
JACKSON, Miss. (AP) —
Mississippi lawmakers returned
to the Capitol on Tuesday and
began to pass dozens of noncontroversial budget bills to
fund state government, even as
their most contentious debate
on the general fund looms later
this week.
Discussions were mostly
subdued because the House
and Senate dealt first with special-fund agencies that generate
their own money through fees
or specific taxes. Those include
the state Gaming Commission,
the secretary of state’s office
and smaller agencies such as the
Board of Massage Therapy and
the Funeral Services Board.
“I’m glad to see there are no
questions on that,” Lt. Gov.
Phil Bryant joked as senators
quickly passed the $74,805
budget for the Egg Marketing
Board.
“I am, too,” said Senate
Appropriations
Committee
Chairman Alan Nunnelee, RTupelo.
Wednesday’s work could be
more divisive because lawmakers will begin debating the $5.5
billion general fund budget,
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and some Democrats say they
want to put more money into
public education.
Legislators were in session
from early January until late
March and took a three-and-a
half week break in hopes that
Congress would approve more
stimulus money, including
$187 million for Mississippi.
The stimulus money is still in
limbo as they prepare a budget
for the fiscal year opening July
1.
Mississippi lawmakers didn’t
include the $187 million in the
state budget, but they prepared
a contingency plan to spend
$110 million if the money arrives. The remaining $77 million would be put into reserve
with hopes of carrying it over
to the following fiscal year.
While legislators are putting
most of their energy into finishing the budget for the coming year, some still want to put
$14.6 million into Medicaid
to offset cuts made for the year
that ends June 30. The House
voted weeks ago to put the
money into the health program
for the poor, but Senate leaders
have said they don’t intend to
do so.
Rep. Omeria Scott, D-Laurel, said Tuesday the Medicaid
cuts are hurting health care
providers and patients, including many of her constituents.
“I guess I’ll have to go back
and tell them that the Senate doesn’t give a flying flip if
you’re poor in Mississippi,”
Scott said.
“Sounds pretty good to me,”
replied House Appropriations
Chairman Johnny Stringer, DMontrose.
The session has been extended until May 3, but legislators
hope to finish their business in
the next few days.
The House and Senate are
trying to authorize the State
Department of Employment
Security to stay in existence beyond June 30, and are handling
several bills written for specific
local projects. Senators are also
considering nominations to
several boards and commissions and for some jobs.
On Tuesday, the Senate
Education Committee took
only about five minutes before
endorsing Tom Burnham’s return as state superintendent of
education. The full Senate is
expected to confirm Burnham,
who led Mississippi’s public
schools for five years in the
1990s and returned in January.
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Uncommon foreign language courses gain interest
BY REAGHAN FOLEY
Special to The DM

ELIZABETH RAINEY | The Daily Mississippian

Freshman international studies major Becky Pocase practices speaking Russian with senior international studies major Darius Roby on Tuesday afternoon in the Croft
Institute. Russian is one of the languages with growing interest that is taught by the Department of Modern Languages on campus.

Florida, places where there’s a
larger concentration of immigrants from those two countries.
I think that’s one of the reasons
Portuguese is not a very popular language here at the university.”
Though students do not hear
the Portuguese language spoken
as often as Spanish or French,
the UM program continues to
pursue students and develop its
curriculum.
Ole Miss was the first in the
state to join an elite group of
universities when it established
a local chapter of Phi Lambda
Beta, the National Portuguese
Honor Society. “Unfortunately,
we have not been very active
since 2000, but I’m hoping to
change that,” Bussade said. “I’m
going to start teaching a course
in the fall. For the second time
we’re going to offer Portuguese
for Spanish speakers.”
Bussade hopes the honors
society will broaden student’s
knowledge and opportunities.
“I’m hoping that students in
®

ON
DEMAND

that course will be interested
in going over into some other
levels and eventually have the
18 hours they will need for the
honor society,” she said.
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With more than 10 languages taught in the Department of
Modern Languages at Ole Miss,
there are some languages that go
unheard of on college campuses
throughout Mississippi.
Though some language programs on other college campuses are shutting down, Portuguese and Russian are growing
into strong programs.
Many students don’t hear
these languages spoken every
day on campus, but both languages have impressive programs at Ole Miss.
With 60 students currently
enrolled in Russian, Ole Miss
is the only school in Mississippi
with a Russian program.
“They used to have a Russian program at Mississippi
State University, but it has been
closed. They also offered Russian at Southern Mississippi,
but it is also being closed,” Russian professor Valentina Iepuri
said.
She added that despite the
gloomy outlook, the UM Russian program continues to
build.
The program participates in
the annual American Council of
Teachers of Russian (ACTR), a
nationwide essay competition.
“Within the past several years
we’ve seen very good results,”
Iepuri said. “At the competition
in 2009 one of our students tied
for first place in the Non-Heritage Learners Level 3 division
with a student from Yale University. Many of our students
win third place, honorable mention, (and) second place.”
Students may minor in Russian and join the Gamma Omicron chapter of the National
Russian Honor Society.
Portuguese is the sixth most
widely spoken language in
the world, ahead of German,
French and Italian. However,
this language is not widely used
on campus.
“There is a lack of immigrants from Portugal and Brazil.
In Mississippi, we don’t have a
lot of immigrants from those
two countries,“ Portuguese instructor Julia Bussade said.
“It’s more popular if you go
to California for example or to
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Got a second TV? Add HD or a DVR…ask us how.

877-232-1964 XXX.FUSP$BTUDPN
4/15/10 2:21:24 PM
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MONEY FOR TOURISM
NATCHEZ, Miss. (AP) —
For nearly two years, tourists have
primarily bankrolled the Natchez
Convention and Visitors Bureau’s
annual marketing budget, and all
transactions begin and end at the
hotel check-in counter.
Local voters in June 2008
backed a $2 hotel occupancy
tax, at first believed to increase
the marketing budget from approximately $120,000 per year
to $600,000. Original estimates
were later tweaked to reflect a
$474,000 annual budget.
However, since the tax was created in July 2008, $419,097 has
been collected.
So far this fiscal year, which
began in October, the tax has
brought in $120,518, Tourism
Director Connie Taunton said.
The projected 2009-2010 budget
is $375,500 — a hopeful amount
considering the recession, Taunton believes.
“We’re closely watching the tax
returns,” Taunton said. “We’re

not counting on the collection to
reach $375,000. We’re hoping for
$300,000.”
The majority of the budget —
$192,000 — is devoted to leisure
tourism, which includes advertisements in publications such as
Southern Living, the production
of Natchez Visitors Guide and
Web site research and updates.
Taunton said $121,000 is devoted to conventions and meetings, and $62,500 is devoted to
heritage tourism emphasizing
multicultural attractions.
Taunton estimates 80 percent
of the budget is spent within a
150-250 mile radius. Target areas
include Jackson and the Louisiana cities of Baton Rouge, New
Orleans, Monroe, Lafayette, Alexandria and Shreveport. The
remaining 20 percent is spent in
markets outside the 250-mile radius, specifically Houston, Dallas
and smaller Texas cities such as
Temple, Longview and Tyler.
Though Natchez is a draw for

international tourists, the CVB
does not emphasize international
marketing.
“When you market a city like
Natchez, you have to ask what
demographic is coming here and
where the demographic is coming
from. That’s how you make decisions on where to spend advertising dollars,” said former tourism
director and current convention
center general manager Walter
Tipton.
“Our demographic is from
Mississippi, Louisiana and Texas,
so we saturate our base markets.
“You don’t want to spend all your
money in Alaska or Germany.”
The success of advertising
campaigns rely on hotel and bed
and breakfast establishments reporting its tax collections to the
Mississippi Tax Commission,
which cuts a check to the CVB
monthly. Tax collections are reported two months after the fact,
meaning this month’s check will
reflect February collections.

Taunton said hotels should
report its collections to the tax
commission monthly, while bed
and breakfasts should report
quarterly. But not all hotels and
bed and breakfasts are adhering
the schedule.
“There are some properties
that are delinquent,” Taunton
said.
A Mississippi Tax Commission
official declined to identify which
hotels and bed and breakfasts are
delinquent, citing taxpayer confidentiality.
Taunton said projecting
monthly tax collections is nearly
impossible. The CVB sometimes
receives a sizable check if hotels catch up on its tax reports.
Groups that are exempt from the
tax also alter projections
The CVB receives its most
sizable checks in May and June,
reflecting March and April collections. The increase is attributed
to Spring Pilgrimage, which concluded Saturday.

Last year, the CVB collected $36,688.31 in March and
$23,548.69 in April. The Mississippi Tax Commission usually
remits checks to the CVB midmonth.
Though official figures are
not yet available, Tipton said occupancy rates at Natchez Grand
Hotel, owned by New Orleans
Hotel Consultants, have exceeded expectations.
“This past March was the highest revenue we’ve had since opening up the hotel,” Tipton said.
Taunton is optimistic Spring
Pilgrimage will post good numbers this year, and despite projections falling short of expectations,
she ensures voters they made the
right decision.
“I think we’re going to see
some encouraging Pilgrimage
numbers,” Taunton said. “Because of the recession, we’d be
in worse shape if we didn’t have
the tax. I think Natchez has great
things ahead for it.”

A S S O C I AT E D P R E S S

BALLOT INITIATIVE SOUGHT ON MANDATORY HEALTH CARE
JACKSON, Miss. (AP) —
Two Republican state lawmakers
want Mississippi voters to have a
say in whether health insurance
should be required, and they’re
proposing a ballot initiative that’s
a direct response to recent federal

health care overhaul.
The secretary of state’s office said Tuesday that Reps. Alex
Monsour of Vicksburg and Steven Palazzo of Biloxi have filed
a proposed initiative that would
amend the Mississippi Consti-

tution to prohibit laws forcing a
person or employer to participate
in a health care system or plan.
“We’re just trying to keep Mississippians from being mandated
into a health care plan or being
forced to buy health care. It’s
something we can’t afford and
it’s immoral,” said Palazzo, who’s
running for Congress this year.
Palazzo acknowledged the ballot initiative may duplicate efforts
by Republican Gov. Haley Barbour to repeal a provision of the
federal health care overhaul. But
he said the law needs to be attacked from every angle.
“If we have a tool in our box to
use, then we’re going to pull it out

CAR GENIE
Mobile Car Wash
& Detail

and use it,” Palazzo said Tuesday.
Barbour has said he plans to
join a multistate lawsuit challenging the constitutionality of requiring Americans to buy health
insurance by 2014.
Putting an initiative on the
statewide ballot takes at least
17,857 signatures from each of
the five congressional districts
that Mississippi had in 2000. Petitioners should be able to start
gathering signatures in the next
few weeks, after some paperwork
has been completed. They’ll have
one year to get enough registered
voters to sign.
Monsour said he’d like to
get the issue on the November

%
20
Student Discount

1-877-607-0523

with your Ole Miss ID
Wash & Wax • Engine Steam Clean
Carpet Care • Chrome Cleaning
Exterior and Interior Detailing

2011 ballot, coinciding with
statewide and legislative elections. To do so, the petitions
would have to be submitted to
the secretary of state’s office by
this October.
If it takes longer to gather
signatures, the petitioners could
try to put the issue on the November 2012 ballot, coinciding
with the presidential election.
Monsour said the health care
proposal is designed to ensure
Mississippians would not be
subject to a single-payer, government-run health care system. Such a system is not established in the recently enacted
federal health care overhaul.
“We just don’t agree with
mandated care,” Monsour said.
At least four other states have
passed similar legislation and a
state constitutional amendment
is also working its way through
the Louisiana Legislature.

Introducing Domino’s New Pizza

NEW CHEESE. NEW SAUCE. NEW CRUST.

Congrats to all
2009-2010 Intramural
Champions

STILL ROUND.

Domino’s New hand-tossed pizza just beat Papa John’s in a national taste test on
pepperoni pizza, sausage pizza and extra-cheese pizza. Judge for yourself.
If you aren’t satisfied, we’ll make it right or refund your money. Guaranteed.

Who’s your Daddy now?
P.S. We also beat Pizza Hut in the same test.

662-236-3030

1603 w. jackson ave.

5

2 MEDIUM $ 99
EACH
2 TOPPING Coupon Code: 9151
ORDER NOW AT DOMINOS.COM
Text “662dominos” to 65374

We appreciate your
participation
and dedication to playing
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THRASHES MADE GREAT DECISION ON LINE OF DAVID
HATTIESBURG, Miss. (AP)
— Dawn and Ike Thrash of Hattiesburg went to a horse sale in
Ocala, Fla., in March, 2009, and
purchased three 2-year-olds.
Their trainer, John Sadler,
also was at the sale, and bought
a thoroughbred for someone in
California.
When Sadler’s transaction
didn’t go through, he began
looking for a buyer.
“He called us and asked if we
wanted him,” Ike Thrash said.
“We watched video of him,
to see if we liked the way he
moved,” Dawn Thrash said.
“We were looking for fillies. But
we talked about him, and he
looked good to me.”
The Thrashes bought the
horse for $150,000, named him
Line of David (after David Oliver, the Thrash’ son-in-law David Oliver, who married their
daughter Kelly), and on May 1
will watch him run in the prestigious Kentucky Derby.
One of the first three horses
they bought last year was Dave
in Dixie.
“The trainer said we were
going to the Derby with this
horse,” Dawn said.
It didn’t turn out that way,
though.

Line of David qualified for
the Kentucky Derby at Churchill
Downs in Louisville, Ky., by
winning the Arkansas Derby on
April 11.
“That man in California
(who backed away from owning
the horse) is probably very disappointed,” Dawn said.
Things were not all roses early
in Line of David’s racing career.
“He ran ninth in his first
race,” Ike said. “He ran an ugly
third in his second start and an
even uglier seventh in his third
start, so we didn’t pay much attention to him.”
That’s when two decisions
were made that changed Line
of David’s fortunes. Sadler put
blinkers on him, so he would focus on the track in front of him
instead of all the action on his
sides. And he told the jockey to
get to the front of the pack as
soon as possible and try to stay
there.
“That’s how his sire (Lion
Heart) ran,” Ike said.
As it turned out, Line of David focused on business at hand,
and he had enough power and
energy to stay in front. And he’s
now won his last three races, two
at Santa Anita and the Arkansas
Derby, when the odds were 17-1

ALDERMAN UPDATE
4.20.2010

against him.
With his last win, Line of David got on everybody’s radar.
“We could sell him for a lot
right now,” Dawn said.
“Three or four people have
offered to buy a half-interest of
him in the past week or so,” Ike
said.
Well, that’s probably not going to happen before May 1.
Seventeen members of the
Thrash family — Line of David’s owners, their children and
spouses, and the grandchildren
— will be in an owner’s box at
Churchill Downs that day, rooting for their horse in what has
been called “the most exciting
two minutes in sports.”
“There’s nothing more beautiful than being on the rail,
watching horses compete, trying
so hard,” Dawn said. “It’s beautiful. We both love it.”
Being an owner of a Derby
contender makes it that much
more special.
“It’s the anticipation of what
might be,” Dawn said. “In your
brain, you’re thinking you’re not
going to win that race.
“But in the back of your
brain, you’re saying that he’s got
a heart that is so big he could
hold them off.”

BY BRITTANY STACK
The Daily Mississippian

Mayor Pat Patterson reminded those in attendance
that no dogs will be allowed
on the Square after 2 p.m. on
Double Decker Saturday.
The Board of Aldermen
continues to investigate the
status of the Lucky Dog hotdog stand as to whether it is
a “transient vendor” or not.
The definition of a transient vendor as explained by
Oxford city ordinance is a
“business conducted for sale
of merchandise or services
that’s carried on at a particular location for a period
of six months or less.” The
Blind Pig owns the equipment used and the business.
The business currently conforms to state regulation and
pays sales tax to the city as
required.

The second reading of
the ordinance limiting neon
business signs in windows
on the Square was voted to
be reworded after suggestions were raised to clarify
the definition of a business
sign and to clarify the three
foot radius from any exterior
window.

The Board approved bids
for the Woodlawn/Belk/
Highpoint sewer system extension and for sidewalk extensions on South 18 Street
and Molly Barr Road.

Senior
HonorS THeSiS
PreSenTaTion

Amy Vitell

The Effect of Mood on
Short Term Memory
Wednesday, April 21
3:00 p.m.
Peabody Building
Room 202
The defense is open to the public.

If you require special assistance relating to
a disability, please contact Penny Leeton at
662-915-7266.

oxford’s only family
owned & operated
for over 40 yeArS
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lUnCh
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$
oxford east
Shopping Center
University Avenue

99
the only one in oxford!

thank you for your patronage
for the last 40 years!

Open 6 a.m. to 11 p.m.
7 Days a Week!

234-3221

These prices are good from Wednesday, April 21st, 2010 - Tuesday, April 29th 2010
Boneless New York

Strip Steak or
t-Bone Steak

3

100% Natural • 8lb Bag

$

6

97

$

Fresh, Bunched

Sliced Free!

97

$

47

Lb.

Lb.

Red, Ripe

Greens

1

2

4

1

Miller
Lite

Products

Products

10.5 Oz. • Selected Varieties
20-22 Ct. Variety Pack $5.99

12 Oz Cans

20-Pack/
12 Oz Cans

2 Liter Bottles

2

5

$

16

$

97

5

$

99

49

$

Ruffles
Potato
Chips

24-Pack

Pepsi

5

Lb.

Family Pack

$

Pepsi

1

99

$

Pork Ribs

1 Lb. Container

$

Chuck

80% Lean • Family Pack
Grround Fresh Daily!

Western Style

Strawberries

Turnip, Collard, or Slick Mustard

2

Pork Loins

1

USDA Black Canyon Angus

Fresh Ground

Whole Boneless

Lb.

Aquafina
Water
24-Pack/
16.9 Oz. Bottles

5 4

$

$

99

Kraft

Oscar Mayer

Lunchables

Cool Whip

3.3 - 4.5 Oz • Selected Varieties

5.5 - 8 • Oz Selected Varieties

97¢

97¢

Come try our
Famous Hot
Deli Plate Lunches

4

$

99

1 meat option
2 home cooked veggies
& a homemade roll

We have the largest variety of
vegetables, casseroles, and meats
in Oxford! Over 15 to choose from!
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rd!

We ACCePt

Chicken Leg
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Ole Miss student
Ryan Breeland
speaks with a
representative
at the Windows
7 display in the
Grove after his
name was drawn
to win a laptop
Tuesday. The
display demonstrated features of
Windows 7 to students and allowed
them to fill in a
survey about the
operating system.
In honor of Earth
Day, Windows will
donate a tree for
each survey filled
out.

Oxford & University Crime Report
4.14.10 - 4.20.10

Compiled by JB CLARK
The Daily Mississippian

10 accidents
13 alarms
4 ambulance assistances
8 animal complaints
25 disturbances
1 grand larceny
1 harassment
1 juvenile complaint
3 larcenies
2 lost property
25 malicious mischief
7 motor vehicle accident
6 petit larcenies
7 residential burglaries
(CR 250, CR 401, CR 390,
CR 369, Country View, Hwy
334)
33 service calls
16 suspicious activities
2 ticket issued for speeding
1 trespassing
4 vandalisms
1 weapon on school property
7 welfare concerns

3 arrests:
1 driving while license
suspended & speeding
1 driving without license
& no insurance
1 DUI
2 DUI & careless driving
1 DUI, careless driving, &
MIP 1 careless driving, DUI,
&
possession of a controlled
substance
1 family disturbance, resisting arrest
1 grand larceny, felony
fleeing warrant
1 grand larceny
1 grand larceny, bench
warrant
1 petit larceny
5 public drunks
1 public drunk & indecent
exposure
1 public drunk & disorderly conduct

CAROLINE LEE | The Daily Mississippian

Snackbar employee Meghan
Scott and guest
oyster shucker
Jack Pendarvis,
local author and
University of Mississippi professor,
serve customers
at Snackbar’s first
birthday celebration last Thursday.
Local author Tom
Franklin also
served as a guest
oyster shucker.

ELIZABETH PEARSON | The Daily Mississippian

The University of Mississippi
Office of Student Disability Services
Wants to thank all of our 2009-2010 volunteers:
LAKIMBERLY POWERS
ACHINT PATEL
ADAM PEREZ
ALEXIS HUNT
ALLEN COLLINS
AMANDA POWERS
AMANDA UMBERGER
AMANDA WHITE
ANDRE COTTON
ANNECSA WALKER
ANNIE MCLELLAND
ANTONIO BOYD
ANTONIO RILEY
APRIL SMITH
ARIEL HARTMAN
ASHLEY COOK
ASHLEY WALKER
BARNABAS KIRUI
BRADLEY RUTH
BRETT BOBE
BRITTANY GARTH
CARMEN BOULDIN
CAROLINE MCCORKLE
CASEY ARWOOD
CHARDANAE WINTERS
CHRISTIN GATES
CODY HENRY
CORSHEILA WALKER
CORY BELSHER
DARIAN LYONS
DARYL PEGUES
DIANDRA HAZELETT
DOUGLAS ODOM
EMILY SCHEUER
ERIC PLACE

ERIN O’NEAL
ERIN POOLE
ETHELYN UNGER
GLORIA HOWELL
HILLARY HOWELL
HOUSTON GRUBB
IFEOLUWA OLAYEMI
JAMEL BURRELL-KARRIEM
JASMINE ABBEY
JENNA MCARTY
JESSICA HURDLE
JESSIE LUKE
JILL BUTLER
JONALYN MOORE
JUDY FORESTER
KELLI DULANEY
KELLI MIZE
KELSEY MAYNORD
KENISHA GARDNER
KHALEAH EVANS
KRISTEN LITTLE
KRISTINA CUELLAR
LAKESHIA PEARSON
LAKIMBERLY POWERS
LANE VARNER
LAUREN DAYAN
LAUREN RATCLIFF
LAUREN STANCZAK
LAUREN TODD
LEAH GRAHAM
MADISON HALBOOK
MAGGIE STARKS
MAJORIE GARRETSON
MALLORY HOPPER
MARJORIE GARRETSON

MARJORIE NOLDON
MARY WHITWORTH
MEGAN THEUS
MEGHAN BRIGHT
MELISSA PRICE
MIKE HANLEY JR
MIN HOA SUN
MOLLIE MELLON
MOLLY HARRIS
MORGAN HILTON
NANCY DAVIS
NICHOLAS MCKNIGHT
NICOLE PENSON
PATRICK LAMB
PATSY KING
ROBIN HELTON
ROSS TURNER
SARAH MILLER
SARAH WOOD
SHANEKIA ROOKS
SHANNON O’DONNELL
SHAYLA BERRY
SHELBY HEATON
SHELLY OSBORN
SHEOYKI JONES
SUSAN SHETLEY
TAYLOR BOGUE
TONELL JONES
TRACIE HARRIS
TRANQUILITY GORDON
VIRGINIA CALLISON
VIRGINIA GAMBLE

STACEY REYCRAFT, Director
KATIE JOHNSON, Disability Specialist
RONDA BRYAN, Disability Specialist
CRYSTAL JONES, Program Assistant
ROBIN YEKAITIS, Staff Assistant
BRITTANY ROSE, Temporary Staff, Notetaking

The Office of
Student Disability Services
234 Martindale
University, MS 38677
662-915-7128

OPEN HOUSE
April 22, 2010
10:00 – 4:00
1:00 – Refreshments Provided
2:00 – Access Awards Presented
Come by and:

•Meet the Staff
•View assistive technology stations
•Pick up volunteer and practicum information
•Meet the members of the recently formed student organization
– Advocates for Students disAbility Association.
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GOING GREEN

EATING ECO-FRIENDLY, VEGETARIAN OR NOT
BY CORY COX
The Daily Mississippian

The Ole Miss Campus Vegetarian Organization has put
together big plans to help ecoconscious students ease into
earth-friendly diet decisions.
In the organization’s first officially active semester, the vegetarian organization has about
50 members according to its
Facebook group, which includes
students and faculty. Members
include environmentalists, animal rights supporters and those
simply concerned with the nutrition of their own personal diets
and the eating trends of families.
This diversity demonstrates a
wide concern for the importance
of a plant-based diet.
Megan Shannon, faculty

PHOTO COURTESY: STOCK EXCHANGE

“

Part-time

computer support person
needed in the
School of Business
Administration.

Pro-carnivorous eaters
don’t have to
give up beef,
pork and
poultry cold
turkey.
PHOTO COURTESY: STOCK EXCHANGE

Ole Miss Campus
Vegetarian Club

sponsor for the club, has been
vegan for almost two-and-a-half
years. She said her decision to
eliminate animal products from
her menu was inspired by books
“Healthy at 100” and “Skinny
Bitch.” Shannon said these
books increased her awareness of
the health benefits involved in a
vegetarian or vegan diet.
“I don’t think it’s hard to live
this way,” she said when asked
about the possible inconveniences of being a vegan in north Mississippi. “There are challenges
though.”
She said the student organization has assumed the role of a
makeshift support group for vegetarians on campus. Members
share their favorite recipes along
with the challenges they face
from family members unwilling
to accept their dietary lifestyle.
Pro-carnivorous eaters don’t
have to give up beef, pork and
poultry cold turkey. The club
agrees that simply consuming
less meat in one’s diet can help
with the environmental issues
involved with meat production:
animal byproduct pollution, water consumption and deforestation of land.
At the organization’s most
recent meeting, a campaign
for meatless Mondays was discussed. They are not requesting
that campus dining eliminate all
meat products from the menu
one day a week, but they are
hoping to at least increase vegetarian options for that day. The
idea for this gradual move to less

meat consumption was gleaned
from the PB&J Campaign website, an environmental awareness
group that advocates not total
vegetarianism but intermediate
steps that are more realistic.
Junior sociology major Hayley Carpenter has also been a
vegetarian for two and a half
years. She said her decision to
cut out meat was based on her
realization of the irresponsible
practices of the meat industry.
“It’s too easy for people to
walk through the meat aisle and
blindly pick something up and
say ‘here’s dinner,’” Carpenter said. “They didn’t hunt or
slaughter that meat themselves.
They don’t know where it came
from or what went into producing it.”
Carpenter sees the first priority of the student vegetarian or-

Senior
HonorS THeSiS
PreSenTaTion

Andrew Thurber

“Droplet Pinch Off
Dynamics in Viscoelastic
Fluid”
Wednesday, April 21
3:00 p.m.
Lewis Hall
Room 109
The defense is open to the public.

If you require special assistance relating to
a disability, please contact Penny Leeton at
662-915-7266.

ganization as raising consumer
awareness. Green Week is the
perfect venue for the club’s platform. The club’s plans on Earth
Day, which is Thursday, include
an awareness booth in the Grove
where club members will be distributing literature on the benefits of vegetarianism as well as illustrating how resource-intensive
an animal product concentrated
agriculture can be. The club will
also give out vegan cookies to
taste-test at the event.
“We want to show people that
you can still eat delicious food
without any animal products,”
Shannon said.

Good pay, training, flexible
hours and great work
experience for your resume.
Prefer a freshman or sophomore
who can work for two or more
years including summers. Basic
knowledge of computers is
required, and some
experience troubleshooting and
repairing computer problems is
preferred but not essential.
Email Derek Tumacder
dtumacder@bus.olemiss.edu to
arrange an interview.

Rebel Radio 92

REBEL RADIO
Now Accepting Applications

for Summer and Fall staff positions
Music Director • News Director
Production Manager • Program Director
No Experience Necessary.

We do all the training. Freshmen and Sophomores
are especially encouraged to apply.
Pick up and turn in applications at the
Student Media Center in Bishop 201
Applications due Friday, April 23rd by 5:00pm
Sign up for an interview time when you turn in your application
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Ole Miss
2010

Pick up your yearbook
April 20-22nd
@ the Tad Pad
9:00 am - 4:00 pm

Bring your student ID
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FIVE FEMALE VOICES YOU SHOULD HEAR
OR ELSE...

The Daily Mississippian

I’m not afraid to admit it:
I have a soft spot for female
musicians. Not the Lady GaGa
type— she kind of freaks me
out; and I heard she’s packing
heat anyway.
I’m talking about the women who can carry a tune so
warm it can melt your heart.
Those nightingales that can
compel you to rock out in a
crappy falsetto voice when
alone in your car.
This will probably sound
really shallow, but for me, a
voice is one of the things that
outweighs physical appearances.
For example, I once thought
about having a crush on Mama
Cass from the Mamas & the
Papas.
I’ve compiled a list of my
five favorite female artists, in
no particular order. As always,
it’s up for discussion.

1

So I said I didn’t
like poppy singers,
but I have to throw
Taylor Swift in here.
Some people say she’s
a bit overrated, but man, she is
talented.
It’s said that she writes her own
songs, but my friend in Nashville
said that was music folklore. I
really don’t care either way. Any
chick that can make me sing the
words “You’ll be the prince and
I’ll be the princess” automatically
makes it in the top five.
Plus, her image is pretty
good.

2

If I have to claim
a favorite it would
probably be Zooey
Deschanel from the

MEET TWITTER!

band She & Him. She’s the
“She” part. When you add in
being a really attractive movie
star, she’s pretty much worth a
restraining order.
Her voice is like good bread
pudding: rich, sweet and good
in dessert-sized amounts. Plus,
she’s also already married to
the guy from Death Cab for
Cutie.
That relationship sounds
like a black hole of acoustic guitar couplets and silent
glances, but I’m kind of jealous of him.

3

If there were ever a queen
of
indie
music
crowned, it would
probably be Karen
O from the Yeah
Yeah Yeahs. She can
undoubtedly rock harder than
any of these other girls.
Her overall look is unique,
though. Her wardrobe choices
are sometimes as questionable
as GaGa’s, but who cares?
I hear she puts on one hell
of a live show. I was disappointed by the band’s last album because it’s so dance-oriented, but their first two are
awesome.

4

Bringing a little spice to
this list is Santi
White, a.k.a. Santigold. You might
recognize her voice
from that Bud Light
Lime commercial
with the funky beat.
She’s worked with music giants Jay-Z, Kanye West, Mark
Ronson and Julian Casablancas.
Her style, like Karen O’s,
is irreverent and glib, but
she’s still so sexy. Check out

the songs “L.E.S. Artists” and
“Creator.” If you are interested in her work, you won’t be
disappointed— it’s good summer music.

5

There is a new
musical sub-genre
gaining a lot of
steam in the indie
world right now.
Some call it “dreampop,” others say it’s “chillwave.”
I don’t really care about the
nomenclature, I just like it.
Well, some of it.
Notably the band Beach
House. Lead singer Victoria
Legrand’s voice is equal parts
hypnotic and evocative. It
took me about five full listenings of their most recent album “Teen Dream” to really
fall in love with it, but once I
did, it stayed in my CD player
for two weeks straight.

Sigmund Freud would definitely have a crush on her. She
looks (and sounds) like a sexy
apparition. Songs “10 Mile
Stereo” and “Zebra” will probably win you over.
Close Runners-up : Kate
Nash, Emily Haynes of Metric, Tracyanne Campbell of
Camera Obscura, Leslie Feist
and Justin Bieber.
And if you ask me why Miley Cyrus isn’t in my top five
I probably won’t even dignify
you with a response. No. Just
no. (even for nodding your
head like yeah)

“

A voice is one of the
things that outweighs
physical appearance.
For example, I once
thought about having
a crush on Mama Cass
from the Mamas & the
Papas.

Andrew Ousley
feature writer

respect mother earth, recycle your dm

Senior
HonorS THeSiS
PreSenTaTion

Ryan Gregg

Development of a LaserInduced Breakdown
Spectrometer for Lead-Free
Gunshot Residue Analysis
Wednesday, April 21
3:30 p.m.
Coulter Hall
Room 201
The defense is open to the public.

If you require special assistance relating to
a disability, please contact Penny Leeton at
662-915-7266.

Eat Up &
Wine Down
1/2 OFF

glasses of house wine
4pm -10pm

1/2 OFF

Please drink responsibly.

BY ANDREW OUSLEY

Single topping pizza
4pm -7pm

1/2 OFF whiskey
$2 bellinis
7pm-close

NEVER A COVER!

Follow the famous bird at
twitter.com/thedm_news.
El enis alissequam quametum accum veliquate duisim num zzrit niam
augue conulla mcommy nostion ulputpatio dolore tat, secte mincili quisis
delessectem iriurer sisim eu feuis dit, commolortis nis dit doloreetum
deliquat nullandip eniatet nim aut diatueraesto commodolorem venim
zzrit lorpero et aliquat.
Oboreet iure modolobor in et aliquisisit in hendips uscipsusto od tate
do corperate min heniamc onsendreet am vent dit nim quisi tem dio
consenit praesequatet augait nonse feu feugiam dolenim nostrud et
incilis exercipisis niamconulLis augiat lortionse vel dolendi onsectet
voloborer alis nit nim zzril dolore magniam, sum nonse er augait nis
dolessit, volorem dolut alis nosto et non ullum ilisim volorper iriure et
num quate molore dolobortinim ipis aliquam cortie et, vel ipsum et adio
odolutatem volore coreet, sim alit nibh exer sim acipissit iure magnim
ese dolobor tionsectetue eu feuip esectet la ametuero conulluptat. El enis
alissequam quametum accum veliquate duisim num zzrit niam augue
conulla mcommy nostion ulputpatio dolore tat, secte mincili quisis
delessectem iriurer sisim eu feuis dit, commolortis nis dit doloreetum

deliquat nullandip eniatet nim aut diatueraesto commodolorem venim
zzrit lorpero et aliquat.
Oboreet iure modolobor in et aliquisisit in hendips uscipsusto od tate do
corperate min heniamc onsendreet am vent dit nim quisi tem dio consenit
praesequatet augait nonse feu feugiam dolenim nostrud et incilis exercipisis niamconulLis augiat lortionse vel dolendi onsectet volotionsectetue eu
feuip esectet la ametuero conulluptat. deliquat nullandip eniatet nim aut
diatueraesto commodolorem venim zzrit lorpero et aliquat.
Oboreet iure modolobor in et aliquisisit in hendips uscipsusto od tate do
corperate min heniamc onsendreet am vent dit nim quisi tem dio consenit
praesequatet augait nonse feu feugiam dolenim nostrud et incilis exercipisis niamconulLis augiat lortionse vel dolendi onsectet volotionsectetue eu
feuip esectet la ametuero conulluptat. deliquat nullandip eniatet nim aut
diatueraesto commodolorem venim zzrit lorpero et aliquat.
Oincilis exercipisis niamcon diatueraesto commodolorem venim zzrit
diatueraesto commodolorem venim zzrit lorpero et aliquat.
Oincilis exercipisis niamcon

Thursday:
The New Ladies Night

3 for 1 glasses of house wine
2 for 1 bellinis
7pm - close

Clothing, Jewelry & Accessories

Oxford
306 South Lamar Blvd
662.236.4022
www.ShopPrivateGallery.com
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CLASSIFIEDS
INFORMATION
To place your ad in The
Daily Mississippian
Classifieds section, visit:
http://www.thedmonline.com/
classifieds.
The DEADLINE to place, correct or
cancel an ad is 12 p.m. one day
in advance. The Daily Mississippian is published Monday through
Friday year round, when school is
in session.

Classified ads must be prepaid.
All major credit cards accepted.
RATES:
- $ . 25 per word per day
- 15-word minimum
- No minimum run
Additional Features
(Web & Print):
Jumbo Headline - $3
Big Headline - $2
Bold Text - extra $ . 50 per word
Online-exclusive features also
available

To place your ad online:
www.thedmonline.com/classifieds
The DM reserves the right to
refuse ads that appear to offer
unrealistic or questionable
products or services.

201 BISHOP HALL
662.915.5503
Homes for Sale
3bd/2bth & 2bd/2bth with study
1200 square feet. Nice wooded area, all
appliances included & security system.
2 miles from campus on College Hill
Road. Available June or August. Call
662-236-7736 or 662-832-4589 (Pets
Welcome)

Condo for Sale
THE MARK (Old Taylor Rd) Like
NEW: 2 BRM 2 BA, all appliances
stay, scored concrete floors, paid
97,5k in July 2008. Will entertain ANY
offer. (601)842-8441

2BDR/2.5B Condo Harris Grove
Close to campus, excellent condition,
$110,900, (954) 389-6361 or (954)9371550
For Sale Ediburg Place 2 bd/ 2
1/2 bth, 1050 sq ft, large deck, gated
community, 3/10 of a mile from campus.
$120,000 Call 870-510-0958 or 870510-2759

HIGHPOINTE -Townhouse

WHY RENT WHEN YOU CAN BUY! 3
bdr/ 3bath, stainless appl.; wash/ dryer
incl. Gated community with pool; unit
wired for security system and wireless.
Desireable rear of complex location. Offered by Owner/ Broker. Will Coop.
$142,900 (901)570-2221
2br/2ba The Mark, many extras,
$93,500. http://www.oxfordcondos.blogspot.com. Owner/agent. 601-624-6424

Apartment for Rent
Oak Grove Apartments 2bdr
QUIET COMPLEX. Fully applianced.
Incld full sized w/ d, gas grills, fireplace
(wood incld), (CABLE & HS internet
incld). Pets welcome. 662-236-4749
www.oakgroveoxfordms.com
Available June at Rental Central: studio, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 BR apts and
houses near campus/square, reasonable prices, hundreds to choose
from www.oxfordmsapartments.com.
(662)595-4165.
1,2,3 bedroom apts. Pre-leasing for
summer/August. Spacious floor plans!
Pets welcome. 662-281-0402.
The Cove Apts Rent Special
Sign Leases by May 1st for Summer or
Fall Special 662-234-1422
Large 2BDR/2.5BA Townhouse
with appliances furnished with W/ D. No
pet policy. Quiet atmosphere. (662)2340000.
Apartment for sub lease One
bed room apartment for sub lease call if
interested (662)295-5291
$300 rent everything included for
month of May, June, and July. (662)2920242
APARTMENT FOR SUBLEASE 1Bd
unit at Lexington Pointe, in June & July,
$500 per month, includes cable & internet 662-832-6792

House for Rent
TAYLOR MEADOWS 2 Bed/2 Bath brick
houses for rent on Old Taylor Road.
Starting June or August. (662)801-8255
or (662)801-3736
2BR/2BA LARGE Available Now and
in August - Will Negoiate - Nice Quiet Mature Students $600, (662)234-9289

1br/1ba, 2br/2ba, 3br/3ba- Includes all appliances and security system. Spacious rooms, quiet location.
About 2 miles form campus. 662-2367736 or 662-832-2428.
2, 3, 4BR by yr, mo., weekend. We
handle your school, ballgame, graduation needs. (662)801-2358.
3BDR/3BA and 2BDR/2BA on University Ave. Call for Appt. (662)236-7736 or
(662)832-4589.
1,2,3,4,5 Houses/Duplexes Near
Square Become a Fan of Bridge Property on Facebook for latest Property
Listing. (662)234-3208

3Bed 1st mo free

1st mo Free! 3B/3ba Willow oaks $950/
mo inc wtr/ gbg,3B/2ba Shiloh $1000/
mo, Furnished, All Have New paint/
trim/ carpet, close to campus (843)3381436
3BDR/1BA. Single carport in a quiet
neighborhood. Large yard. All appliances. (662)801-6971.
Very quiet 3bd/2ba $795. 2bd/2ba
$675. 12 month lease. No pets.
(662)234-0539
1,2,3, 4 Bedroom Houses and Duplexes, www.leaseoxford.com, Massey
Prop Mgmt, 816-8685.

FOR RENT ASPEN
RIDGE

3 Bedroom/3.5 Bath, $1500/ month
plus utilities, Wood floors, gas fireplace,
granite countertops, all appliances included, furnished or unfurnished
Contact Steve Drown, owner
228.313.1063
StevenPDrown@yahoo.com
3 br and 4 br houses. Close to the
Square and Campus. All apppliances
included. $1200-$2200 a month. Avail
Aug 1 www.oxford4rent. NET (662)8011474
4BR/2BA Big Back Yard, Close to Campus, $1400/ Month, (601)516-1432
3BDR/3BA, 1800 sq.ft in Saddle
Creek. $360 per person/ month.
(662)234-6271
Close to Square 5 bedroom 3
bath available August 1706 Access Rd.
$2000/ month 662-801-9799
Grad/BBall Wkend Rent House
3 Queen b/2b, 1.5 miles from campus.
Call for pictures. $900. (662)832-3282
111 Garden Terrace. Available
August 1. Close to campus. 3BDR/2BA,
Den, All appliances, enclosed garage,
fenced yard. $1200/ mo. (901)7560220
SHILOH SUBDIVISION 2bd 2ba $750,
3bd 2ba $950. Available June 1st and
August 1st. (601)832-0693
3 BDR/3BA. Large Townhouse.
Hardwood floors, fireplace, $1100/ mo.
SouthPointe Townhomes. Contact Stan
Hill (662)202-6117

PET FRIENDLY.

3BR/2BA $950, 2BR/2BA $750 in
Shiloh Subdivision. Available August
1st. 601.573.1172 or 662.871.3354.
$350/mo. 1BD/1BA. Fully furnished,
thru July, Close to Walmart. Plus utilities, rent negotiable. (662)347-8848.
Two-Story Condo large 3 Bd, 2.5
Bth, w/d included, free lawn care &
sewer, brand new condition, alarm system, just 2 miles from campus. No pets.
$825 (662)234-6481
3Bd/3BA ONLY $775 W/D included,
brand new condition, free lawn care,
large bedrooms. Quiet area only 2 miles
from campus. No pets. (662)234-6481
Stone Cove Patio Homes- 3BD, 2
or 3 baths, deck area for grilling, free
sewer & lawn care. Price starts at $700
(662)234-6481

clash of the titans 3d

4:20, 7:20, 9:50

Pg-13

date night

4:25, 7:30, 9:40

Pg-13

death at a funeral

4:30,7:35, 10:00

r

hot tub time machine

4:40, 7:25, 9:45

r

how to train your
dragon 3-d

4:05, 7:15, 9:35

Pg

KicK ass

4:20, 7:20, 9:55

the last song

4:15, 7:15, 9:45

tyler Perrys: why did i
get married too

4:40, 7:25, 10:05

r
Pg
Pg-13

Amazing Summer Sublease
2Bd/1Bath 0.5 miles from Square.
Fully furnished. CHAC/ WD/ DW $800/
month. (678)316-8585
3 Bed/2Bath Eagle Pointe Like
new, all appliances, 2 car garage, privacy fence, water/ garbage & yd maintenance included. $300 deposit, $1,100
per mo., start August 1 yr lease. Also,
sub lease master bedroom/ private bath
$350 per mo. from mid May to July 31st,
no deposit, utilities included. (601)5068613

GREAT DEAL

2 BR/ 2 BA Duplex, fenced yard, pet
friendly, free lawn care, all appliances,
water/ trash included. $650/ mo. (662)
801-5849
3BDR/2BA. Quiet Neighbood.
Fenced in backyard. Available August
1st. Contact Judy. (662)234-6044
Available June 1 Two 3 bedroom
homes in quiet neighborhoods. Responsible tenants only. Between 8:30am4:30 pm M-F (662)234-6736

3 BED/2.5 BATH NEAR
BELK

OFF ANDERSON ROAD
GRANITE/ STAINLESS/ HARDWOOD/
GAS FIREPLACE/ ALARM SYSTEM/
FREE LAWN CARE/$1,200/ CALL FOR
APPT. (662)801-3634
2 Houses only 8 min frm campus on peaceful WILLOWDALE FARM,
a working farm of 33 beautiful Acres.
Creek, hiking, complementary organic
vegetables and fresh eggs, screened
porch, fireplace, floored attic, privacy
fence, high speed internet available,
CHA, W/D, safe, quiet, clean $675/875
e-pictures (662)513-3662

Room for Rent
Room for rent @3 bedroom
condo At Cypress Glen. $400/ mo.
and $400 deposit. (662)419-5083 or
(662) 489-7964.
Roommate needed to share
2BR/2BA apartment in Brandon, MS
available July 31. Current resident
is female pharmacy student. Rent is
$420+half of utilities. If interested, contact Emily @ (662)822-3884

Condo for Rent
GREAT LOCATION! 3 BED/3BA condo
at Oxford Station off Old Taylor Road,
$1600/ month. jdharper56@gmail.com
or (662)801-8751
Rent/Sale 3BDR/3BA. $450/ mo.
per roommate/ room. 1700sq.ft. High
Pointe Condos. All Appliances, Pool.
(228)323-3212

ESPLANADE RIDGE

3 bed/2.5 bath condo close to campus
for rent. Granite, stainless, washer/ dryer. Water and cable included. $1,500.
(601)668-1776

HIGH POINTE-Fully
furnished

3BD/3BTH Great condition.. Gated w/
Pool--Available AUG 1st-$1350mo.
(mcilravy4@gmail.com) (757)560-6281
2BED/1BA Orleans Oaks Avail
June 1. Pool, W/ D, dishwshr/ disp. Ole
Miss golf course. Granite, stainless,
hardwood. Pet negot. H2O/ trash include. $750. http:// www.awardrealtyco.
com/ call 662-234-9357
Highpoint Condo Large 2 Bd/ Ba.
No pets or smoking. Gated. Next to
pool. $925 Mo. (901) 262-1855.

COndo

2 Bedroom 2.5 bath condo for rent.
Neighborhood Pool. Please call Michael
at (662)820-8800
Highpoint Condo 2BD/2BA Hardwood, granite, stainless, washer/ dryer.
Pool/ Gated. $900/ month. No pets or
smokers. 601-906-7109 Available June
1
2BD 2BH condo @The Mark internet, cable, all appliances, W/ D included. $800/ mth. Call 901-734-9498
(901)591-1526

Weekend Rental
GRADUATION WEEKEND RENTAL
Perfect location! Large 2 BR 2 BA 200
ft from Square. olemissrentals@gmail.
com (662)801-6878

Square condo

Luxurious, new 1500 sq ft CONDO ON
SQUARE. 2br 2ba. Sleeps 6. Roof patio and garage. Plush. $2000/ weekend.
(601)540-0951

weekend rentals Spring weekend
rentals available. Baseball, Red/ Blue,
Double Decker, Graduation, or just
because! www.oxfordtownhouse.com
(662)801-6692

Health & Fitness
Therapeutic Bliss, Inc. Massag
e~Sauna~SteamBath~Exercise Room.
Take 25% off steam bath with a purchase of any full price massage! offer
exp. 04/24/10 Call Today! Book online!
www. TherapeuticBliss.com
(home of the $40 full body massage)
(662)234-3400

Miscellaneous
Pregnancy Test Center Pregnancy Test, Limited Ultrasound, Confidential Consultation on Abortion Effects, Parenting and Adoption. www.
pregnancyoxford.com (662)234-4414

COMPUTER REPAIR

Free Diagnosis, Up Front Pricing, All
Work Guaranteed -Dell, HP, Apple, Acer, Toshiba & Sony
AC Adapters In Stock -Stop by today and see why we are Oxford’s #1 Computer Shop -1501 W Jackson Ave ñ Beside The Big
Bowl
662.236.5670

mini storage

AAA CLIMATE SAFE STORAGE
1/2mile from campus next to police station 662-513-2050 www.myoxfordstorage.com

Full-time
Earn $1000-$3200 a month to drive
our brand new cars with ads placed on
them. www. YouDriveAds.com
Full Time and Part time phone
reps needed. Payliance in Oxford, MS
is looking for professional phone representatives for our collection call center.
We offer base pay plus bonuses based
upon performance. We are looking for
goal driven, articulate, and determined
individuals. Please apply in person at
2612 Jackson Avenue West in Oxford,
MS on Monday, Tuesday or Thursday.
Established law firm looking for
entry level receptionist. Send resume to
PO BOx 2632, Oxford, MS.

Part-time

BARTENDING $300/DAY POTENTIAL
No Experience Necessary, Training
Provided Call 1-800-965-6520 EXT155
studentpayouts.com Paid Survey Takers Needed In Oxford. 100%
FREE To Join! Click On Surveys.
now hiring ravine restaurant hiring
for part time server and hostess. Apply
Wed-Fri from 2-4 pm, 53 CR 321. Absolutely no phone calls.

Roommate

Roomate Needed. Juniors, Seniors
and Grad Students wanted. Rent $360
a month. 662-719-8453
GARDEN-TERRACE
3-roommates
needed to share a furnished 4-Bedroom-3.5bath house. Porch/ patio,
walk-in-closets, fireplace, storage.
$350/ month. 662 801 1223
Female
Roommate
Needed
3BR/3BA Condo at HighPoint $475/ mo
includes all utilities. Gated Community,
Pool, Hardwood Floors, with Appliances. Security deposit required. No pets.
Marleneu@renasant.com
(662)6801335 (662)401-1405

Miscellaneous for Sale

CRACKED IPHONE SCREEN REPAIR
Fast Local Service $35 3G $40 3GS
Other Services Available (662)4169130

Estate Sales

House for sale or rent 1.5
miles from campus! 3b/2b, fenced in
backyard w/ porch. New tile floors &
shades. Vaulted ceilings. Family, young
professional, or graduate students.
(662)832-3282

Pets for Sale

AKC German Shepard Puppies 6
weeks old. $250-$300. 662-236-7088
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THE BIG DEAL

THE FUSCO BROTHERS

BY J.C. DUFFY

BY SCOTT ADAMS
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BY WILEY

1603Jackson
Jacksonave.
ave.WW• •oxford
oxford
1603

NON SEQUITUR

pIck-up
pIck-up
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ONLy

OpEN
OpEN LATE
LATE

DOONESBURY

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

WORDSEARCH

Cheerleading

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

SUDOKU©

Puzzles by Pappocom

HOW TO PLAY
Complete the grid so
that every row, column
and 3x3 box contains the
numbers 1 through 9 with
no repeats

DIFFICULTY LEVEL

04.20.10

LUXURY STUDENT
APARTMENT COMMUNITY

662-236-3160
Cheer
Competition
Chant
Dismount
Execution
Handspring
Handstand

Jumps
Mascot
Mount
Megaphone
Pom Pom
Stunt
Squad

Routine
Spotter
Tumbling
Varsity
Roundoff
Pyramid

SPORTS
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T E N N I S F E AT U R E

CATCHING UP WITH DEVIN BRITTON
BY JOHN HOLT
The Daily Mississippian

Next month will have been a
year since Devin Britton claimed
the 2009 NCAA Tournament
individual singles title and became the youngest NCAA singles
champion in history.
The former Ole Miss tennis
star returned to Oxford last week
to watch the Rebels take on the
No. 5 Ohio State Buckeyes and
their in-state rival Mississippi
State Bulldogs.
“It’s been awesome being
back,” Britton said. “This is really the first break I’ve had since
I’ve gone on the (pro) circuit. It’s
been a lot of fun getting to hang
out and see a lot of people that I
haven’t seen in a long time.”
Britton, now a professional
tennis player, said he wasn’t surprised when he heard the Rebels
won their ninth consecutive SEC
West title earlier this season despite having three freshmen in
the starting line-up.
“It’s been amazing what they’ve
accomplished this year,” he
said. “Not just without me, but
without Jonas (Berg), Bram (ten
Berge), Otto (Sauer) and Kalle
(Norberg). We lost five starters,
and with any other team, they
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would be done. I knew Coach
could pull it off because he knows
how to get it done every year, it
seems like.”
The Jackson native said he
never envisioned himself being
able to win the NCAA singles
title when he officially became a
part of the Ole Miss tennis program in January 2009, but Rebels head coach Billy Chadwick
was confident that his freshman
could make history.
“It was a magical time,” he
said. “He really got on a roll at
the SEC tournament. You could
see it before your eyes. I knew he
had a chance to win it because
he’s the kind of player, if he gets
hot, gets the right draw, gets his
serve working, and his confidence
is right where it should be, then
he could make things happen.
That’s exactly what he did.”
Britton, who only spent one
semester at Ole Miss, acknowledged that he would have returned to Ole Miss if he did not
win the singles title.
“My plan all along was to come
back and play at least two years,
and possibly more,” he said. “My
game style takes longer to develop, but after winning the NCAA
you get so much attention. My

goal is to become a top player, so
you can’t really say no to an opportunity to go after that. It was
impossible to say no because if I
would have come back, would I
have another opportunity like
that? You just don’t know.”
Chadwick commented that
Britton had a special work ethic
and desire to improve on a daily
basis.
“He came in and made the
most of the situation,” he said.
“Toby (Hansson) did a great job
with him. I feel like I did a great
job with him, but the real credit
goes to the team because he was
surrounded by a great group of
guys in an environment where he
was comfortable and everything
clicked. He went from being a
very good junior player to the
best player in college.”
Britton admitted it was difficult to leave after the Rebels fell
short of a national championship
with their Elite 8 run.
“We were so close, and we
had such a good team,” he said.
“It was pretty tough. The team
played great. We were unlucky
against UCLA in the Elite 8.
We had our chances on different
courts, but it was still an unbelievable experience.”

photo courtesy Ole Miss Sports Information

Ole head coach Billy Chadwick and Devin Britton talk during the NCAA singles
tournament. Britton became the youngest NCAA champion in 2009.

Britton said the team atmosphere is what he has missed the
most on the pro circuit.
“One of the most fun things
in college tennis is just to be able
to cheer on your teammates, and
being a part of a team is pretty
special,” Britton said. “You know
you can lose a match, and you
can still win cause it’s a team effort.”
Having experienced both collegiate and professional levels
of competition Britton said the
conditioning on the professional
circuit has been the biggest difference, and he credits Chadwick
and assistant coach Toby Hansson for preparing him for that
level of competition.
“Both coaches were unbeliev-

able,” Britton said. “This was one
of the best experiences of my life
coming to school here. I keep in
touch with both coaches and the
guys on the team. They’re all going to be friends for life, so I think
making those relationships is one
of the biggest parts of coming to
school, and it helps you grow as
a person.”
Chadwick said Britton’s legacy
at Ole Miss is irreplaceable.
“He’s inspired a whole crop of
young kids throughout Mississippi, throughout the South and
actually throughout college tennis,” he said. “It’s great to have
a person that is as good a person
as he is on and off the court to
be representing Ole Miss. Even
though he’s playing pro now, he’s
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DRAFT PROFILE:
GREG HARDY
BY PAUL KATOOL
The Daily Mississippian

Background:
Greg Hardy arrived at Ole Miss
via Briarcrest Christian School in
Memphis, where he starred in both
football and basketball.
As a true freshman, he started
nine times and was named a freshman All-American by Rivals.com.
Hardy was a reserve on the Ole
Miss basketball team his freshman
year.
As a sophomore, he topped the
Southeastern Conference with ten
sacks and was tied for fourth nationally with 18.5 tackles for a loss.
Prior to his junior season, Hardy
earned second-team All-SEC honors from the SEC. As a junior, he
collected 8.5 sacks while playing in
only nine games.
After toying with the idea of
leaving for the NFL a year early,
Hardy elected to stay in school for
one more season. He aggravated a
foot injury during the summer be-

fore his senior year when he was in
a car accident with teammate Dexter McCluster.
The defensive lineman played
through an injury-plagued senior
year but still managed five sacks.
Memorable Moment in
Red and Blue:
Hardy earned one of sport’s biggest honors in 2008 when he made
the front cover of Sports Illustrated
following Ole Miss’ 31-30 upset
victory over the Florida Gators.
The cover shows Hardy preparing to drag down an airborne Tim
Tebow. In the game, Hardy collected 1.5 sacks and 2.5 tackles for
a loss, as Hardy and the Ole Miss
defensive line dominated Florida
up front.
Pros:
Hardy is a speedy pass rusher
who has four years of experience
in the rugged SEC. Even at around
280 pounds, he is an athletic prospect. The lineman showed this
athleticism early in his Ole Miss

FILE PHOTO | The Daily Mississippian

Greg Hardy chases down Northern Arizona’s Michael Herrick, who played for Ole Miss in 2007. Hardy’s Ole Miss career is one
of the more talked about tenures at Ole Miss. Hardy is trying to overcome injuries and his reputation before the NFL Draft.

career when he would line up as a
wide receiver.
Cons:
While it is hard to doubt the
athletic ability of Hardy, effort
has always been a concern. He has
been accused of taking plays off
and was suspended in 2007 by former coach Ed Orgeron.
In addition to discipline problems, Hardy had to undergo two
surgeries after he suffered a stress
fracture in his foot in 2008. On the
field, he has been said to struggle

BOLDEN LEADS OLE MISS RUNNING BACK CORPS
BY ERIC BESSON

While spring practice concluded Saturday with the Grove
Bowl, the Rebels still have issues
to address on the offensive side
of the ball.
However, one position Ole
Miss head coach Houston Nutt
doesn’t need to worry about
is running back, where senior
Brandon Bolden leads a bevy of
backs.
“Running back, I feel good
about,” Nutt said. “I feel good
about it because we have numbers. Maybe not the Dexter McCluster type, take your breath
away, but we’ve got guys – they’re
a load.”

Senior
HonorS THeSiS
PreSenTaTion

Amy Yauger

Psychological Flexibility,
Disordered Eating,
and Valued Living

The defense is open to the public.

If you require special assistance relating to
a disability, please contact Penny Leeton at
662-915-7266.

McCluster, who will be selected in the NFL draft this
weekend, and Cordera Eason
are gone, but the Rebels are still
confident with five other backs
in the rotation.
Although McCluster was the
featured back for much of last
season, Bolden has averaged just

over five yards per run in his
two-year career, carrying the ball
227 times for 1,156 yards and
nine touchdowns.
Bolden, a native of Baton
Rouge, La., understands he has
the most game experience at the
See BOLDEN, PAGE 16

1501 W. Jackson Avenue, Oxford • (662)234-4974

Asian Noodles & Rice Specials
Buy One Get the Second One Free
Tues, Wed, & Thurs ONLY

ALL COMe WiTH CHOiCe OF MeAT OR veGeTABLe
1) Chinese Lo Mein

Noodle $6.50
2) Cantonese Pan Fried
Crispy Noodle $8.50
3) Singapore curry
Rice Noodle* $7.50
4) Taiwanese Sauteed
Rice noodle $7.95
5) Pad Thai Noodle*$7.50

6) Drunkard’s Noodle

$6.50
Japanese Yaki-Udon
$8.50
8) Japanese Yaki-Soba
Rice Noodle* $7.50
9) Large Chinese Fried
Rice $7.95
10) Thai Spicy Fried
Rice* $7.50
7)

Good for dine-in or carry out • coupon required

HAPPY
HOUR
3
PM

to 6 PM Tuesday - Friday

4 cheese & crab wontons,
2 meat or veg spring roll, 4 pieces of California roll,
4 pieces of Crunchy roll $2.00
Crispy calamari, 2 grilled chicken
Or beef on the stick, 2 pieces of shrimp
or chicken tempura $3.00

please drink responsibly

Wednesday, April 21
12:00 p.m.
Honors College
Room 309

real effort to get back in the Cotton Bowl and play, and I was real
excited about that.”
In addition, Nutt said Hardy
showed he cared by being punctual to team events during his senior
year.
“He really helped himself this
year being on time and being very
consistent with workouts, showing
up for training room hours and
5:30 a.m. workouts,” Nutt said.
“Even when he couldn’t go some
days with practice, he was there.”
TONIGHT 5:30 & 10
CHANNEL 99
NEWSWATCH

FOOTBALL FEATURE

The Daily Mississippian

when asked to defend the run.
Coach Houston Nutt on
Hardy:
The media has often weighed in
on Hardy’s off the field problems,
but Nutt said he was impressed
with how Hardy worked to rehab
from injury in order to play in the
Cotton Bowl in January.
“The thing that is so easy to
talk about Greg is how hard he has
worked with rehab and how hard
he tried to come back to play after
surgery,” Nutt said. “He made a
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MIDWEEK BASEBALL

SMITH, REBELS CLAIM SEASON SERIES AGAINST USM
BY PAUL KATOOL

Crouse said that his outing
against the Golden Eagles was
It was Elvis night on Tuesday one of his best all year.
“I felt pretty good out there,”
at Oxford-University Stadium
and Swayze Field, but the king Crouse said. “It was probably one
of the diamond was Ole Miss of my best. I got more comfortleft-handed pitcher Matt Crouse, able as the game went on and
who dominated on the mound in it just turned out to be a good
a 7-2 victory over the Southern game.”
Freshman Jordan Cooper and
Mississippi Golden Eagles.
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Crouse (3-1)
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Open for Lunch
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then I think that’s all we can ask
for as teammates.”
Southern Miss started righthanded pitcher Seth Hester, but
Golden Eagles coach Scott Berry
sent out a new arm each inning.
Ole Miss led 7-0 after eight innings before the Golden Eagles
loaded the bases in the ninth;
however, Southern Mississippi
was only able to produce two
runs during the inning.
The Rebels next return to action when they kick off a three
game series against No. 8 LSU on
Friday.
Smith said that the Rebel’s
Sunday win over South Carolina
and the victory over Southern
Miss provides Ole Miss with momentum going into the weekend.
“We got to salvage the weekend against South Carolina on
Sunday and got over the Sunday
blues,” Smith said. “We don’t have
to hear about that anymore. Any
time we can play good baseball
and get a winning streak, even a
small one, is positive going into
the weekend against LSU.”
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